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Earth Church Day
Today is Earth Day so what should I do
To celebrate the Earth that spawned me and you?
What is appropriate - what makes sense?
We all likely owe some sort of recompense.
I know we’ve not treated the Earth so well,
But upon transgressions I shall not dwell,
Instead, let’s focus on positive contributions,
And become a part of Earth Day solutions.
Consider being grateful for the Earth birthing us,
That’s really a big deal, so let’s make a fuss,
I am because the Earth was here for me,
Without the Earth, I would not be.
Now think about that for just a minute,
It’s a big deal and let’s not forget it,
But for the Earth we would not be,
That’s all I know with certainty.
So given that the Earth is central to all,
We need to join in a united call
To protect that which to all is the basis,
Our center, our lifespring, a metaphysical oasis.
Given Earth’s importance, I remain amazed,
Why is our spiritual self not engaged?
We all should protect our Earth as sacred,
It’s very clear – it’s not complicated.
So, I consider the Earth as my church,
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A place of worship, a place of great worth,
A place where I go and sit by the shore,
And the Earth comes in through my spirit’s door.
By linking the Earth and the spiritual me,
I’m living my life in synchrony,
The physical and metaphysical both aligned,
As I try to prevent the Earth being maligned.
So welcome to Earth Church,
Pull yourself up a pew,
Here we align life and spirit
To restore the whole in you.

